This note proposes to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The locus of the lines incident with k given linear mutually skew sub-spaces of dimensions h, h, • • • , tk, respectively, in r-space such that
(1) k -2 g h S h S • • • ^ tu ^ r -2,
and (2) h + h + • • ' + h = rk -r -k is a hyper surface of order k -l.
As an immediate consequence of this theorem we have the following. The case for which k = r and h = h-• • • =tk = r -2 is known.* Thus, if k = r = 3 and h = t2 = h = l, we have a ruled surface of order Inin^m whose rulings meet three curves of orders wi, n 2 , n% respectively in 3-space.f The theorems stated above include all the cases for which 2^k^r.
Thus, if & = 4, the locus of the lines incident with four sub-spaces of appropriate dimensions in r-space is always a cubic hypersurface. We need prove Theorem 1 only, since Theorem 2 follows from it immediately.
To avoid too complicated a system of notations we use {x} in place of S x to designate an ^-space. Then the given k sub-* Segre, Encycklopâdie d,er Mathematischen Wissenschaften, vol. Ill C7, pp. 815, 832. Also B. C. Wong, On a certain system ofr -2 lines in r-space, and On the loci of the lines incident with k (r -2)-spaces in S r , this Bulletin, vol. 34 (1928), pp. 553-554, and pp. 715-717. f Salmon, Analytic Geometry of Three Dimensions, 5th éd., vol. II, §467. 
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{n 2 } of {n) such that n = rii+n 2 + 2 is an {n-l}, the Vf-i^2 is a {r-l} in {r}, for T=T' + T" + 2. Hence, we have N -k + 2 = 1, or iV = * -1, which was to be proved. It is about impossible to state generally any proposition concerning the properties of the hypersurfaces of this type. The properties of some of them can be obtained readily. 
